BAEC adhesion analysis using Thickness Shear Mode sensor.
A Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) sensor of which acoustic shear wave has a nano-scale penetration depth was used in detecting biological activities of living cells. The initial cell adhesion process was characterized by analyzing multi-harmonic responses of the TSM sensor. A suspension of bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) was placed on the TSM sensor, and changes in impedance magnitude during sedimentation and attachment processes were monitored. For the validation of cell adhesion, the sensor surface was rinsed at various time points during the adhesion process, and the number of cells remaining attached was counted. By comparing sensor signals with the independently measured cell adhesion, sensor readings were correlated with physical adhesion process. In addition, by coating the TSM sensors with gelatin and by blocking the integrin bindings with Arg-Gly-Asp peptides (RGD), we investigated cell adhesion process under different environments. The time course of sensor readings were characterized with delay time, slope and maximum value of impedance magnitude changes. This study demonstrates the ability of the TSM sensor to detect distinct phases in the cell adhesion process.